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Quantum Global Technologies, LLC Opens New Information Technology & Training
Deployment Office in Phoenix, Arizona
Phoenix Arizona USA, January 4, 2012 — Global Semiconductor Outsourced Process Parts
Cleaner QuantumClean® is pleased to announce the grand opening of their newest facility
located in Phoenix, Arizona. This facility serves as QuantumClean’s global information services
headquarters, supporting fourteen Advanced Technology Cleaning Centers®, two ChemTrace®
analytical laboratories and its corporate office, spanning seven countries around the world.
The introduction of this dedicated Information Technology & Training Deployment facility affirms
QuantumClean’s ongoing commitment to leverage the latest technology to streamline its
operations and provide its customers with critical, real-time process and analytical data.
The new facility is also home to QuantumClean's innovative Training Deployment Group.
Working in close collaboration with Information Technology, the Training Deployment Group are
responsible for the creation and maintenance of an ever growing library of internet browserbased training modules designed to continually educate staff on every facet of QuantumClean's
operations. Ongoing efforts ultimately seek to deliver procedural and educational references at
the process point of use for QuantumClean Production Technicians.
About Quantum Global Technologies, LLC
QuantumClean® and ChemTrace® are divisions of Quantum Global Technologies LLC, which is
headquartered in suburban Philadelphia, PA, USA.
QuantumClean® is the leading global provider of outsourced process tool parts cleaning, part
restoration, surface treatment, and analytical engineering services to the semiconductor and
related industries. QuantumClean® operates technologically innovative cleaning centers built on
the premise of providing customer process improvement through consistently cleaner parts® that
exceed industry standards, dramatically reducing our customers' total cost of ownership.
ChemTrace® is a recognized leading reference analytical testing laboratory primarily serving the
semiconductor, solar and related industries by providing answers and solutions to its customers’
micro-contamination related issues. ChemTrace® also provides independent analytical
verification of process tool part cleaning effectiveness for many of QuantumClean’s leading-edge
semiconductor fab and OEM customers with critical cleaning requirements.
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